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AURORA CLIENT

- Added the missing types in System Log Report so that the report can be filtered, and type shown in System Log Entries.

-  Added the ability to set auto purge of the transactions older than 2 years when scheduling database backup. This option is 

only available if Aurora is using Full SQL Server.

-  Added the ability to set auto purge of the system logs older than 2 years when scheduling database backup. This option is 

only available if Aurora is using Full SQL Server.

-  Added the ability to set auto purge of the visits older than 2 years when scheduling database backup. This option is only 

available if Aurora is using Full SQL Server.

-  Added option to include Person ID and Person Custom Unique Identifier fields to Output Module for integration purposes 

and necessary output module changes to support this feature.  

- Added system and user level options to create new users without requiring a password reset upon first login

- Changed the checking if Agent is running process.

- Changed font size when showing Keyscan Mobile credentials activation code.

- Changed „Enterprise“ to „Elite Edition“ in all Aurora products.

-  Changed E-Plex door status widget to behave like a Keyscan door and be shown as locked while in lockdown if previously 

unlocked.

- Changed Join Mode for E-Plex Gateways to allow only one gateway to be in join mode at a time.

- Changed Kaba 17-byte credential to have a random value instead of a blank value when creating new

- Changed check of all groups selected in Group Access Report when the group filter is applied.

- Corrected clearing of Custom Person ID field (if applicable) in Person Search Screen when Clear button is clicked on.

- Corrected a problem that prevented non-master users from saving changes to card templates.

- Corrected holiday setup link to Help section.

- Corrected schedule assignment link to Help section.

- Corrected copy credential configuration to other sites when user cannot see all sites that the credential is assigned too.

-  Corrected issue in E-Plex Low Battery report that was happening if some of the E-Plex doors do not have battery readings, 

and some do. 

-  Corrected issue in E-Plex Battery Level Report when all E-Plex doors on all sites are shown in the report if all E-Plex doors in 

the site are selected for the report.
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- Corrected issue when the health warning is not shown when logging in.

- Corrected a problem exporting large BEST systems that take more than 60 seconds to retrieve.

-  Corrected PIN validation error message to display max PIN value when Aurora is in KABA integrated mode and user tries to 

set the PIN to zero

- Corrected issue in Cumulative Hours report when people selected for the report are cleared when People tab is re-selected.  

-  Corrected issue in People In/Out report when people selected for the report are cleared when People Filters tab is re-selec-

ted.  

- Removed milliseconds from transactions.  

- Removed Device ID, Person ID and Credential ID from Transaction Report csv export.

- Removed 2000-person limit in Cumulative Hours Report.

AURORA WEB CLIENT

- Updated Aurora Web’s default person image. 

- Updated Aurora Web’s transaction report logo.

-  Updated Aurora Web’s enterprise edition logo to the elite edition and modified styles to ensure logos are sized and placed 

properly.

- Corrected a problem that prevented users from saving credentials with 7-digit PINs

AURORA COMMUNICATIONS

-  Added to the Output module, will now output software generated transactions (Communications Pre-Alert, Communica-

tions Failure & Communications Restored)

- Corrected floor timed unlock package from being recreated.

- Corrected issue where we did not catch error when trying to send a message to a TKE server that isn’t there.

AURORA E-PLEX COMMUNICATIONS
- Corrected E-Plex lockdown to lockdown an individual lock instead of all locks connected to the gateway via software.
- Corrected E-Plex lockdown not locking down when initialized by the lock on a legacy gateway.
- Updated to latest Log4net version.
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AURORA VIRTUAL COMMUNICATIONS
 - Changed Non Keyscan TKE kiosks will be sent open access configuration to all floors.

AURORA SDK
- Added the TransactionType property to the AuroraTransaction class. 
- Modified the AuroraSDK.Enums

AURORA DISASTER RECOVERY
-  Corrected issue when doing a disaster recovery and database cannot be backed up because of the wrong message that 

the agent is not running.


